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How many sweets are there in America violations? INFRINGEMENT

#boycott Sweden"

 

 

 

 

Well, it was a plan to put all the gunpowder on the black man and ignore the well-being of the country itself!

 

 

 

<h1>&Darling, this is out of range, Sweden is a corporation their bombs, weapons and money can make

difference, but not in exchange with Americans of color. How many SWEETEZE sweets are in America

infractions? WHY NOBODY PUSH THEM AUT FOR INFRINGEMENT</h1>

 

 

&ldquo;American fans of the Swedish artist Asap Rocky are now calling for a boycott of Swedish

companies. After US President Donald Trump tweeted about his disappointment over Prime Minister Stefan

Löfven not acting in the rapper's case, several Twitter users have launched the hashtag #boycott Sweden. It

calls for a boycott of everything from Absolut Vodka and Volvo to Spotify and Ikea.&rdquo;

 

 

 

 

 

We really got a better country, with closed hospitals, reduced police,

 

massively increased gang rapes,

 

child robbery,

 

murder in knife,

 

organized international crime,

 

larger school classes sexually active and fewer teachers who all lack an ounce of authority and can hardly

even spell they can't more than the students - at least not as they are seen, blatantly useless maintenance on

infrastructure roads, railways, electricity lines, etc.

 

a pending energy crisis unparalleled in modern

 



times when we shut down the nuclear power still energy crisis as the wiring network cannot tolerate more

subscribers but needs increase, still housing crisis of increasing shortage. We really got a better country,

with closed hospitals, reduced police,

 

massively increased gang rapes,

 

child robbery,

 

murder in knife,

 

organized international crime,

 

Larger school classes are sexually active in upper secondary gymnastics associations school and fewer

teachers who all lack an ounce of authority and can barely even spell they can no more than the students - at

least not as they are seen, unclear worthless maintenance on infrastructure roads, railways, power lines, etc.

 

A pending energy crisis unparalleled in modern times when we shut down the nuclear power still energy

crisis as the wiring network cannot tolerate more subscribers but needs increase, still housing crisis of

increasing shortage.

 

 

 

When America will understand that the European Union is associated with a mafia style corporation.

We have state kings and state ministers only by the eyes of the world, but in reality we are the corporation in

the Swedish dictatorship, and our plenty leadership policy is one of entrepreneurship, not a political one, and

we have many groups that discuss at a party level then to let everything happen at will. For those who

condemn Sweden to get them well in Sweden's head is just a corporation to have his country! When

America will understand that the European Union is associated with a mafia style corporation.

We have state kings and state ministers only by the eyes of the world, but in reality we are the corporation in

the Swedish dictatorship, and our leadership policy is one of entrepreneurship, not a political one, and we

have many groups that discuss at a party level then to let everything happen at will. For those who condemn

Sweden to get them well in Sweden's head is just a corporation to have his country! we have no government

position.

 

 

 

 

 

Are we feeling better now?

 

Or was someone not telling the truth??
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